PHP Back-End Developer
Back-end developers create and maintain the entire back-end function outlined above. The back-end
developer takes finished front-end code and gives it working functionality - for instance, making
values in a drop-down menu possible by building the infrastructure that pulls values from the
database.
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You have deep technical IT expertise and accompanying skills, for which you are
highly respected among your colleagues.
You have extensive experience in developing web and database-driven applications
with a focus on object-oriented, client-side/server-side scripting, third-party APIs
and external services such as RESTful.
You are a PHP expert, and MySQL is a must.
Knowledge of Wordpress, Silex, Symfony 3, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JQuery JavaScript,
SQL, NoSQL, Elasticsearch and React.js is a plus.
You manager servers.
You are a team player with a can-do mentality who doesn't mind a challenge. You'd
rather get it done today than leave at 5 pm.
You are analytical & organized yet pragmatic & 'lazy smart'.
You are a fast learner who picks things up on the go.
You can work independently and handle responsibility well.
You love agile methodologies.
You keep the Web Designer, Front-End Developer & Project Manager informed on
what is possible/feasible within the scope of the project.
You speak/write French and/or Dutch & English fluently.
You have a minimum of 2-3 years of work experience in a similar position.

Plan.Net Group is one of the largest independent digital agencies in Europe and is represented at
more than 25 international locations, including Amsterdam and Brussels. Founded as a subsidiary of
the Serviceplan Group in 1997, Plan.Net now handles - always following its own philosophy of
"creating relevance" - all aspects of digital, interactive and integrated communication, from
campaigns, websites, web portals, eDialog, media buying and planning, as well as social and search
engine marketing, through to mobile advertising and the development of apps for all mobile devices.
The expertise and communications solutions provided by Plan.Net are characterised by creativity,
innovation and media and technical excellence - innovative and effective tools and systems are used.

